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Weaving Tales

GAMING

THE ART OF GAME DESIGNING
text: DANIEL SOLIS

illustrations: LIZ RADTKE

Creative Director and independent game designer Daniel Solis waxes philosophical
on the ins and outs of game designing.

I am Daniel Solis. I am the Associate Creative
Director at Third Degree Advertising. That is
my day job. By night, I am an independent
game designer. I have always been passionate
about games, as a lot of game designers are.
I got my start at an early age playing chess.
When I was playing against my dad, I would
often lose. So in spite of that, I thought about
what I could change about the game to keep
this a little bit more even between us. That
spawned into designing games of my own.

keep their idea a secret sometimes. Usually
those are designers who haven’t had a lot of
experience. Once you have designed a few
games, you realize that the only way to get the
best results is by showing the game to someone, having them play so they can see how
the game works, and getting their feedback.
From very early on, I learned if I am going to
become a better designer, I have to become
very transparent and very public in my development process just so I can get as many
players and play testers as possible.

How did your interest in game designing

Tell us about the storytelling games

Tell us about yourself:

turn into a side career?

you’ve had published:

It happened organically. Once I started developing my own games and thought to do
something with them, I didn’t know if it
would be through publishing in the traditional sense or just setting them up online.
I found a lot of other like-minded people on
the internet, and we sort of curled up into a
community. We started to get together to talk
about our own designs and how we can improve each others. Eventually, that produced
a little business because we are all creators,
but we are all also the consumers. It is now
this interesting feedback group where one
person will make something interesting, and
it will inspire other people to make something else.

The first game that was published was Happy
Birthday, Robot!—a kids and adult storytelling game. It was originally designed to share
the storytelling gaming experience with kids
who were a little too young to get all the minutia of the rules and the complexity of those
types of games. I wanted to create some kind
of introductory experience that parents can
use to give their kids a sense of the hobby
without overwhelming them with a bunch
of different, intricate rules. It is a quick and
simple game where all the players take turns
filling in a story about a robot on his birthday. And you can only do it with a certain
number of words that you find out with the
dice roll. It is a quick, simple little game that
lasts about a half hour which is just right for
the age group that we are targeting.

Do you wait until the game details are
completely finalized before sharing your
idea with the community?

I am very, very transparent in public with my
design process, but I am not typical in that
way. Some designers will have an impulse to
6

The game Do: Pilgrims of the Flying Temple
came out last year as sort of the follow up to
Happy Birthday, Robot! It is still in the same
genre of storytelling, but with some game
AL 7

you are only pledging your support. You are
not actually donating yet. I also give a lot of
credit to Evil Hat, who has provided a whole
bunch of other support besides just publishing. They put me in touch with editors and
developers who helped make the game much
more polished and solid. It is not an all-ornothing proposition. You don’t just go all traditional, and you don’t go all online. It is a
mix of both these days, especially if you are
a small creator.
Do you prefer storytelling games?

I like them all, honestly. I wouldn’t design them if I didn’t enjoy them. Generally
though, I try to make games that are accessible to a large group of people. Acknowledging that one game isn’t going to be appealing to everyone, I always try to push
myself into different types of games, whether
it be storytelling games like Pilgrims or a
strategy game that may appeal to a more
strategic group.
What is your motivation for creating?

I realized there is strong
potential for a game to
actually have real substantial
impact outside of being
entertainment. Entertainment is
important, but there can also be
something more there. I decided
from then on, I really want to
create something that is going to
have an impact in a way, even if
it is just one class or one library.
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rules to control it a little bit so that you can
only say a certain amount of things at a time.
It is broader, and it is designed to appeal to
a slightly older demographic. I have another one that I am working on right now that
is actually for teenagers and families. It is
called Pop and Locke’s Last Heist. It is a storytelling game about a grandfather-daughter
heist team.
What inspired the direction for the game
Do: Pilgrims of the Flying Temple?

It was inspired by the Nickelodeon cartoon
Avatar: The Last Airbender. I was trying to
capture some of the themes that were in the
show and see if they could actually be translated into a game experience. For example,
there is often an Eastern theme to a lot of
these stories that are told in the show, and
one of the themes that I thought could be
implemented in a game is the sense of karma.
But I didn’t want to explicitly say, “These are
karma points, and you get good karma points
and bad karma points.” Instead, I worked out
a lot of details and came up with an idea that
is pretty simple. When you play the game,

there is a bag of black and white stones in
the middle of the table. On your turn, you
pull out three stones. You are always going to
have an imbalance of black and white in your
draw. You choose to keep either the black
or the white stones, and put the rest of the
stones back in the bag. Every turn, you are
making a choice that changes the probability
that every subsequent player after you can get
either a black or white stone. That was a nice
way of mechanizing a sense of karma without actually saying the word. People just get
a sense that their choices are affecting everyone else’s choices and so on. It was an interesting mechanic, and that is really the heart
of the game. And out of that comes a bunch
of different stories about helping friends, getting into trouble, and rescuing each other out
of that trouble.
How did you go from idea to published

Everyone else can back that project at various
amounts. If the creator gets enough pledges
and support to match their goal by a certain deadline, then all of that money is then
charged on everyone else’s credit cards, and
the creator is able to complete their project.
You can actually earn more pledges than you
initially set out to do, which is what happened with Do: Pilgrims of the Flying Temple.
I decided it would be nice to have my game
published, but I couldn’t do it on my own.
There have been a lot of stories in the past
of individual creators who wanted to put out
their game but didn’t really research how to
do it efficiently and ended up losing a lot of
money in the process. Now that Kickstarter is
here to help out individual creators and partnerships like with my publisher, Evil Hat, all
those things work together to make self publishing a lot more feasible.

game?

A lot of that came in with the advent of
Kickstarter—a website where artists and creators can propose projects and say how much
money they need to complete that project.

I can put that into a little anecdote. The very
first time that I heard of anyone playing one
of my games in a large number was when a
teacher reached out to me. She was playing
Happy Birthday, Robot! with her students at
a charter school in a rough neighborhood in
LA. She sent me pictures of all the kids huddled together, coming up with the words that
they were going to use for their story, and a
copy of the story that they made together as
a class. I realized there is strong potential for
a game to actually have real substantial impact outside of being entertainment. Entertainment is important, but there can also be
something more there. I decided from then
on, I really want to create something that is
going to have an impact in a way, even if it
is just one class or one library. Being able to
encourage more creativity and more writing
and reading, especially in kids in urban areas,
would be fantastic.
What is the most challenging aspect of
game design?

The nice thing about Kickstarter is you receive financial backing while gauging the
public’s interest in the project. When you
make a pledge on a project on Kickstarter,

It takes time—a lot of time—to devote to one
project all at once. Many creators are very
prolific in their ideas, but what sets a creator
apart in any community is the ability to focus

on one project and see it through to fruition.
That has been tough because I am constantly
coming up with all sorts of game ideas. I often
have a lot of projects running concurrently.
Goals as a game designer:

One of the big, crazy goals that I have would
be to see a game published for a broad audience by a major publisher. That is not necessarily an overall goal, but more of one step
in a goal that I have, which is to actually win
a Mensa Select award. Every year, the Mensa
society chooses a handful of games that they
give the Mensa Select award, and those games
usually start to get a lot of press and publicity
in educational circles. I have this crazy master plan of getting a major published game so
that it can be put in the hands of the Mensa
society so it can then be put in the hands of
more schools and teachers and students. That
is my three-step, world domination plan.
AL :: www.danielsolisblog.blogspot.com
www.evilhat.com
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FOOD

Unlike most fritters, these don’t taste
like greasy doughnuts with a tiny bit
of apple inside. No, these taste more
like the whole apple with a light, sweet
batter on the outside. If you like
cinnamon, sprinkle some in the
confectioners’ sugar for dusting. The
apples are cut into rings, and I like to
stack the fried rings on a plate.

ingredients:
2 eggs
1 tablespoon granulated sugar
1 cup whole milk
1/4 cup all-purpose flour, plus 11/2 cups for dredging
1 teaspoon baking powder
Pinch of fine sea salt
1 pound apples, peeled, cored, and sliced into rings
about 1/4 inch thick
Canola oil for deep-frying
Confectioners’ sugar for dusting
Ground cinnamon (optional)

apple fritters lombarda style
MAKES 4-6 SERVINGS

cooking instructions:
• Whisk together the eggs, granulated sugar, milk, the 1/4 cup flour, the baking
powder, and salt in a large bowl. Add the apple rings, and push them down to
soak in the liquid. Put the 11/2 cups flour in a shallow bowl.
• Add 3 inches of oil to a Dutch oven or deep fryer, and heat to 350°F on a
deep-fat thermometer.

Sweet Italian

A Q UA R T E T O F D E L I C I O U S D E S S E R T S
text: MARC VETRI WITH DAVID JOACHIM

photography: KELLY CAMPBELL

Savor four delectable dessert recipes excerpted from Rustic Italian Food by Marc Vetri with
David Joachim (Ten Speed Press, 2011).
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• Working in batches, remove some of the apple rings from the liquid, and
dredge them in the flour. Drop them into the hot oil, and fry until golden
brown, 1 to 2 minutes. Adjust the heat as you go to maintain the 350°F
oil temperature.
• Using a wire skimmer, transfer the apple rings to paper towels to drain and cool
until just warm. Dust with confectioners’ sugar (mix cinnamon into the
confectioners’ sugar first if you like).
Prep Ahead: The apple rings can be cut and soaked in the liquid for up to 1
hour before you fry them.
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When they’re done, these soft, sweet
little cubes will charm the pants off
your guests. But when you’re making
them, the recipe is all about pectin
and temperature. Different fruits have

ingredients:
2 pints fresh strawberries
1 tablespoon powdered pectin
23/4 cups sugar, plus more for coating
1/2 cup liquid glucose or light corn syrup
1/4 teaspoon fresh lemon juice

different amounts of natural pectin,
which is what causes them to clump
together after they cook and cool. You
have to adjust the amount of added
pectin according to the fruit.

strawberry pâté di frutta
M A K E S 4 0 1 - I N C H S Q UA R E S

cooking instructions:
• Line a 9-by-7-inch baking dish with microwaveable plastic wrap. Purée the strawberries in a food
processor, and then strain through a fine-mesh sieve. Measure out 31/3 cups of the purée, and pour into a
medium saucepan. Warm over low heat.
• Mix the pectin and 1/4 cup of the sugar together, and then stir into the warmed purée. Bring to a boil,
and add the remaining 21/2 cups sugar in three stages, stirring each addition until dissolved before adding
the next.
• Stir in the glucose or corn syrup, and bring to a boil over high heat, stirring to prevent clumping. Attach
a candy thermometer to the side of the pan. When the mixture reaches 230°F, stir in the lemon
juice, and remove from the heat. When the mixture stops bubbling, immediately pour it into the
prepared baking dish, where it will begin to set. Let stand on a rack at room temperature until fully set 		
and cooled, about 11/2 hours. The pâté should be like soft, squishable Jell-O, set, but not so hard that it’s 		
jiggly and would bounce if it fell on the floor.
• Store at room temperature covered in plastic wrap. Do not refrigerate, or the sugar may separate out.
• When ready to serve, cut the pâté into 1-inch squares. Put the sugar for coating in a bowl, and add about
5 cubes to the bowl at a time, tossing to coat.
Prep Ahead: The pâté will keep, covered, at room temperature for up to 5 days. Cut out and remove
squares from the pan as needed.
12
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Peaches and almonds are one of those
slam-dunk flavor combinations. When
peaches are in season, I love nothing more
than roasting them with some frangipane,
or sweetened almond paste, in the hollows
of the pitted peaches. The frangipane oozes

ingredients:
8 ounces almond paste, broken into small pieces
1/2 cup (1 stick) unsalted butter, softened
3 tablespoons sugar
2 eggs
1/2 cup white pastry flour
4 large, ripe peaches

over the sides and browns up crisp on the
edges, yet stays creamy soft in the center.

baked peaches with almond frangipane
MAKES 8 SERVINGS

cooking instructions:
• Put the almond paste, butter, and sugar in the bowl of a stand mixer, and beat on high
speed, using the paddle attachment, until well incorporated, 1 to 2 minutes. Add the eggs,
one at a time, beating until each egg is incorporated before adding the next. Scrape down
the bowl with a rubber spatula as needed. Reduce the speed to low, and mix in the pastry
flour until it becomes incorporated and the frangipane becomes a thick, wet paste. Makes
about 1 cup.
• Preheat the oven to 400°F. Cut the peaches in half, and flick out the pits. If the pits don’t
come out easily, ease them out with a spoon. Put the pitted peaches, cut side up, in a
shallow baking dish that holds them snugly. Bake just until heated through, about
10 minutes.
• Spoon 2 tablespoons of frangipane into the hollow of each peach half, and bake until the
frangipane develops a golden crust, 10 to 15 minutes. As it bakes, the frangipane will
spread over the cut surface of each peach. Serve warm.
Prep Ahead: Make the frangipane up to 2 days ahead, and keep it refrigerated in an
airtight container.
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These little custards take only a few
minutes to assemble, and they really
pop with flavor. They’re great to
keep in the fridge for a few days so
you can have a nice-looking
dessert ready at a moment’s
notice. If you don’t have grappa,

ingredients:
8 egg yolks, at room temperature
1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons, plus 1 teaspoon cornstarch
2 tablespoons grappa
1 vanilla bean or 11/2 teaspoons vanilla extract
13/4 cups heavy cream, at room temperature
2 pints fresh blueberries

use another spirit like Cognac or
apple brandy.

blueberry custard tarts
MAKES 6 SERVINGS

cooking instructions:
• Preheat the oven to 350°F. Spray 6 (6-ounce) ramekins with cooking spray. Cut a circular piece of
parchment to fit the bottom of each ramekin, and place inside. Spray the parchment, and then put the
ramekins on a rimmed baking sheet.
• Put the egg yolks, sugar, cornstarch, and grappa in a medium bowl. Split the vanilla bean lengthwise
with a knife, scrape the seeds into the bowl, and whisk until the vanilla disperses evenly and the sugar
completely dissolves. Add the cream, and whisk again. Pour blueberries into each ramekin to within
about 1/2 inch of the top. Pour in the custard to barely cover the blueberries.
• Put the baking sheet in the oven, and pour enough hot water into the pan to come at least 1/4 inch up
the sides of the ramekins to insulate the custard. Bake until the custard is slightly jiggly in the center
and a knife inserted into the center comes out almost clean, 35 to 40 minutes. Remove from the oven,
and let cool in the pan for 5 minutes. Remove the ramekins from the water, and let cool to room
temperature on a wire rack. Cover, and refrigerate for at least 1 hour or until cold.
• To serve, run a knife around the edge of each custard, shake it loose, and put a plate on top. Invert the
plate and ramekin together, and then shake the custard from the ramekin as you pull it up and off.
Remove the parchment if it sticks to the custard.
Prep Ahead: The custards will keep in the refrigerator for up to 3 days, but are best within 24 hours.

16
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HISTORY

The Adams’ Residence
GET TING PRESIDENTIAL IN QUINCY

text: MARTHA STEGER

photography: National Park Service, Adams National Historical Park

Located just ten miles south of downtown Boston, the late seventeenth-century birthplaces and
the 1731 Old House are major sets on which the Adams family drama played out.

The Adams National
Historical Park in Quincy
(formerly Braintree),
Massachusetts, comprises
the birthplaces of John
Adams and John Quincy
Adams and the Old House
at Peace field, home to
four generations of the
Adams family.

Presidential homes tell us not only

about the men who became our presidents
but also about the regions of the country in which their characters formed. To
visit George Washington’s Mount Vernon,
Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello, Monroe’s Ash
Lawn-Highland, and Madison’s Montpelier—
four of the first five presidents, all from Virginia—is to visit gentlemen’s country estates
that thrived primarily because of the labor of
slaves. To visit the Massachusetts birthplace
and later home (the Old House at Peace field)
of John Adams—our second president and a
lifelong opponent of slavery—is to visit much
more modest, unassuming dwellings, typical
of the New England way of life situated on a
major roadway.
To say the Adams landscape was different
from the Jeffersonian one is a metaphor as
much as a statement of geography. David
McCullough points out in his Pulitzer Prizewinning biography, John Adams, that Adams’s public dedication set a higher bar than
that of Jefferson’s: Both men desperately preferred to leave the Congress in the hot Philadelphia summer of 1776 after the Declaration
of Independence had been adopted—and Jefferson eventually did leave for Monticello despite the fact that the Revolutionary War was
going badly. Adams remained at work with
Congress (the entire national government at
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that time) for another six weeks. A year later,
“a homesick Adams was there again” (when
Jefferson wasn’t), wrote McCullough; and
Adams confessed some envy as he wrote to
Jefferson, “Your country is not quite secure
enough to excuse your retreat to the delights
of domestic life.”
The two men suffered a schism in their
friendship once Jefferson, whom Adams had
narrowly defeated to become the second US
president, decided to run against the incumbent Adams in the election of 1800. Though
Jefferson denied Adams a second term—and
the men went for decades without any contact—a mutual friend, Benjamin Rush, got
the two together again. Jefferson wrote Adams and suggested they let bygones be bygones, which began a wonderful correspondence before their respective deaths on July
4, 1826.
The Adams Setting

The Adams National Historical Park in
Quincy (formerly Braintree), Massachusetts,
comprises the birthplaces of John Adams and
John Quincy Adams and the Old House at
Peace field, home to four generations of the
Adams family. Located just ten miles south
of downtown Boston, the late seventeenthcentury birthplaces and the 1731 Old House
AL 19

are major sets on which the Adams family
drama played out.
The town of Quincy itself is part of this set,
for the Adamses’ church was also the town’s
meetinghouse; and the Adams family was
very connected to the community and all issues affecting it. Visitors can’t help but note
that the homes and the church were only
about a half mile apart. For all of the family’s community involvement, their homes
were places of private refuge from the arena
of their public lives.
In 1761, upon the death of his father, John
Adams inherited the cottage just seventy-five

feet from his own birthplace; and it was here
that he brought his bride, Abigail Smith Adams, upon their marriage in 1764. The cottage became a very busy place, as John had
his law office in one of the rooms, and their
family quickly grew. A daughter, nicknamed
“Nabby,” was born within the first year, and
John Quincy Adams (future sixth president
of the United States) followed. Susannah,
called “Suky,” died just after her first birthday;
Charles and Thomas Boylston completed the
family in this twenty-year family home.
Caroline Keinath, deputy superintendent of
Adams National Historical Park, points out
that during the Revolutionary War, “the location of the two birthplaces on the main road
from Boston to Plymouth placed Abigail
Adams on the front line of action.” A keen
observer and articulate writer, Abigail not
only provided her husband intelligence on
the war’s progress on the home front, but offered food and shelter to the colonial militia
and refugees fleeing from Boston, while also
caring for her family and the farm. You can
still see in the kitchen the bullet mold Abigail
used to make musket balls from her melted
household pewter.
Intuitively aware of the importance of history, the Adamses didn’t wipe out the past:
They didn’t go through and remodel rooms
the way we might today, though they did
enlarge the Old House—the home John and
Abigail purchased with seventy-five acres of
farmland in 1788 when they returned from
Europe—from its original seven rooms to the
twenty-two visitors see today. Each Adams
generation left an imprint on the 1731 home,
with hallways connecting each addition executed in such a way that they preserved the
integrity of the original three-story frame
building (the third floor is not part of a visitor’s tour). Abigail added the Long Room
for the purpose of entertaining their many
visitors, which included a community open
house for the Marquis de Lafayette in 1824.

20

The separate

Stone Library, measuring thirty-eight feet long

and twenty-five feet deep, houses more than 12,000 books,

pamphlets, manuscripts, and maps collected and
read by the four generations.
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historical as well as personal contexts. The
English tea set in the Paneled Room, which
visitors see upon entering the front door, was
brought from England by Louisa Catherine
Adams, wife of John Quincy; it adds intimacy to the ambiance while also speaking to
occasions of importance that transcend time.
Personal items with notes, such as the locket
given to Abigail by John, also help visitors
shake the textbook dust of history off of family members: the reverse of the locket reads,
“Hair of John and Abigail Adams.” The seal
used to sign the Treaty of Paris on September
3, 1783, is also here at the Old House.

left
This nineteenth-century charcoal drawing of Fanny
Crowninshield, wife of John Quincy Adams II, was created
by Samuel Worcester Rowse and is on exhibit in the
Memorial Room of the Old House.

All of the rooms (Dining Room, Long Room,
Long Hall, Study, President’s Bedroom,
three other bedrooms, Passages, Kitchen,
and the 1869 Servants’ Wing added by the
third-generation dwellers) house personal
items, ranging from a wedding gift to Abigail Adams to purchases made by John and
Abigail when they lived overseas. The separate Stone Library, measuring thirty-eight
feet long and twenty-five feet deep, houses
more than 12,000 books, pamphlets, manuscripts, and maps collected and read by the
four generations.

Unlike the birthplaces—which
came to the National Park
Service in 1979 and house no
furnishings original to the
Adams family—the Old House
blends furniture and
appointments from the
eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and
early twentieth-century
generations that are all original
to the Adams family and provide
historical as well as
personal contexts.

What the home’s architecture and interior
say about the Adams family is that they valued history in all forms: like most farming
families, they didn’t throw away the possessions they used daily in favor of newer appliances and tools. In the Old House, Abigail’s
reflector oven stands beside the Model 50
Walker and Pratt stove, added between 18481850, and the gas stove added in 1915. Some
items, such as a silver tankard seen in the
Old House, belonged to Abigail’s parents and
were passed down for use from one generation to the next.
Visiting the Adams Homes

At the John Adams Birthplace, visitors note
the tools of the trade of John’s father, who
was a shoemaker in winter, a farmer in
summer, and a deacon for all seasons at the
22

parish church. Following Adams’s defeat for
a second term as United States president, he
reflected on his father’s trade: “If I were to go
over my life again, I would be a shoemaker
rather than an American statesman.”
Like the John Adams Birthplace, the layout
of the John Quincy Adams Birthplace is five
rooms, but less austere than his father’s birthplace. The two cottages are the oldest presidential birthplaces in the United States.
Unlike the birthplaces—which came to the
National Park Service in 1979 and house no
furnishings original to the Adams family—
the Old House blends furniture and appointments from the eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and
early twentieth-century generations that are
all original to the Adams family and provide

For more of the backdrop to the Adams family story, the Quincy History Museum at the
Quincy Historical Society covers more than
400 years of some of the United States’ richest, most influential history. Along the way,
visitors learn, through interactive audio and
video, about three centuries of shipbuilders
and entrepreneurs bringing America twentyeight flavors of ice cream along with do-ityourself home repair and drive-through coffee and doughnuts.
Tips on Getting the Most from a Visit

Adams family before visiting in order to ask
the questions relevant to your interest, and
absorb the responses of the docents, who tell
the Adams story in the words of family members from their letters whenever possible.

The Adams National Park collection includes
approximately 70,000 artifacts. While some
touring groups want a furniture tour, others
desire a political or a homestead tour. Each
tour differs slightly from others, depending
on the guides’ perceived interests of the group
and the questions asked. Read about the

In addition to David McCullough’s biography, John Adams, other reading suggestions
include The Education of Henry Adams by
Henry Adams (great-grandson of John Adams and grandson of John Quincy Adams),
Profiles in Courage by John F. Kennedy (John

Quincy Adams is one of the profiles), and
First Family: Abigail and John Adams by
Joseph J. Ellis.
AL :: www.nps.gov/adam
www.quincyhistor y.org
Martha W. Steger, a Midlothian, Virginia-based freelance
writer, is a Marco Polo member of the Society of American
Travel Writers.
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ART

Tell us about your journey as an artist:

I’ve always known I wanted to be an artist and started taking oil painting lessons at
age eight. Art was always my favorite class
in school when growing up, and my parents
encouraged me in it. I never really had the
idea of becoming a fireman or anything. Pursuing art at every chance, I eventually went
to the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
and studied painting and photography. After
graduating, I spent several years backpacking
and traveling around the world, sort of getting a master’s degree in life. It was difficult
to paint and carry all the canvases, etc., so I
expressed myself by making arrangements of
flowers, seeds, and berries, and photographing them. Later, after landing in San Francisco, I started using more industrial parts
and pursued installation art as a way to focus
on the ideas that art presented rather than
art objects.
What is your motivation for creating?

Drawing Lines in the Sand
T E M P O R A L B E A U T Y O F S A N D PA I N T I N G
text: JOE MANGRUM

photography: JOE MANGRUM

Artist Joe Mangrum travels the world, engaging interested onlookers in a
conversation about art, sand, and philosophy.
24

My goal is mainly to communicate and connect with people—to get them thinking. I
want to turn the world we know upside down
in order to find some sustainable solution to
all the suffering in the world, and to communicate that everything is interconnected and
that we need to be present for that.
How would you describe your style?

It’s a mash-up of my life experience. My style
is partly inspired from ancient practice, but
I also recognize how small the world is, and
mix up visual cues like a DJ would with hiphop. I take the crux of what speaks to people
and put it in a form they understand.
AL 25

projects indoors that take much longer. If I’m
working on a permanent work, the multiple
layers take weeks as I lay down layer after
layer and let them dry in between.
Do you find it distracting to create your
artwork on the streets?

It can get intense especially in the summertime when crowds gather around and there
can be fifty or more people at a given time. I
try to pace things and allow people a chance
to ask questions if they have them. The kids
are the most fun as they can get their noses
right up in what I’m working on. I enjoy it
and all the interactions I have with people
and the various interpretations they bring to
my art.
What type of reaction do you hope to
evoke?

Everyone has their own take on it. I hope
that people look deeper, and see that it’s not
just a pretty picture, but it’s rooted in history
and has a context. I hope they imagine themselves as one grain of sand. From that starting
point, the whole universe can unfold in front
of them.

My sand paintings use anywhere
between six to fourteen colors
on average and often times have
what I call “organic symmetry”
where the feeling of the design
is of a living being outstretched
on the pavement.
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Talk about sand as an art medium:

I got into sand after making installations for
about fifteen years. I had a show at a gallery
in Williamsburg, but was still living on the
West Coast, so I could not travel with all the
cumbersome materials I was used to using at
the time. I used sand for that installation and
loved how it felt, how I could pour it or throw
it or drop it from different heights to produce
different looks. At the time, I was moving
toward getting back to painting. After tearing up cars and computers for so long, I was
missing colors and shapes, so I eventually
made it my primary medium.

represent nature like a sea anemone or DNA
strands or some biomorphic form, sometimes
very psychedelic. There is a resemblance to
symbols like a rose window or rangoli, but
always unique as they are a culmination of all
my visual experience.
Describe the process of creating a sand
painting:

As I tell the kids, “you put the sand in your
hand, and you put it on the ground. You
make circles and shapes, and you spread ’em
all around.” Then I try to get them to finish
with, “and you do the hokey pokey!”

Describe for us your sand paintings:

How dO your sand paintings transpire?

My sand paintings use anywhere between six
to fourteen colors on average and often times
have what I call “organic symmetry” where
the feeling of the design is of a living being
outstretched on the pavement. I include images that may intertwine like a Celtic knot or

I take everything I know and try to throw it
away while I work. I just tune into the moment and the shapes and colors. After a
while, it creates its own narrative that I interact with. I’m in the moment with the painting, and then it’s done.

How do these paintings differ from some
of your other artwork?

Sand painting in the street is very free. It’s
an improvisational dance that could be
anything by the end of the day. My work in
the studio is more calculated and planned
as either permanent representations of the
spontaneous painting in the street or some
combination of media that are focused on a
particular theme.

It’s an improvisational
end of

the day.

dance that could be anything by the

Tell us about your first experience sand
painting in front of an audience:

It was fun. I wasn’t sure what it would be like,
but New Yorkers are a particular breed and
very appreciative of what I do. I was really
happy to connect to so many people.
How long does it take to complete an
average project?

A sand painting in the street will take an average of six to eight hours, although I’ve done
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How did you become so good at

As an artist, what do you hope to

manipulating thIS MEDIUM?

accomplish through your work—notably

As an artist, I look at anything as a material. To live artfully is to pay attention to
the subtleties and details. Anything can be a
medium—a carrot, a tomato. It’s a matter of
bringing out its best qualities to make it into
something fantastic.

through your sand paintings?

I hope to connect with people in a way that
inspires them. Really, if I can inspire people
and bring out their creativity, it raises the level at which we all communicate. I think we all
need to get creative to tackle what lies ahead.

How do you overcome OBSTACLES

How would you say your art/your style

throughout the process of creating?

differs from other contemporary artists?

The biggest obstacle is the wind. It can have
an interesting effect on the sand if it blows
once and that’s it, but I would much rather it
be calm. There is something about a crisp line
that really makes the paintings pop!

I think I engage people with art in a way that
people are not expecting. First using sand
outdoors, you have to be fully prepared that
whatever you create could be gone at any
given moment. The metaphor being to appreciate what’s in front of you, in that moment,
because you will not see it again. The temporary aspect is what really sets me apart on the
surface. But I think philosophically, my work
has optimism, and you can really lose yourself as you look deeper into the work.

How long does your street art typically
last?

I sweep them up each night, so they may
only be finished but a few hours before they
are destroyed. On the other hand, they last
in memory to untold numbers of people. It
depends on how you look at it. I document
each piece by photographing each piece at
different stages throughout the process. From
those photos, I can then recreate the piece in
a number of media, so they have an extended
life of their own.
Talk about the places where you have
created your sand paintings:

Union Square and Washington Square Park
in New York City are my regular spots, but
I’ve done paintings in San Francisco, Philadelphia, and Chiapas, Mexico, among a number of other places.

What is the most fulfilling part about
your work?

I learn something new every day. The conversations I have are phenomenal, and I can
tell when someone really spends the time and
feels it in their heart. Sometimes the conversation gets very deep. For example, I have
had linguists, psychologists, and even nuclear
physicists come by and talk about all kinds of
topics that come up. Or mathematicians try
to figure out the geometry or the Fibonacci
sequence, but my favorites are always the
pure joy the kids bring.

I think I engage people with
art in a way that people are
not expecting. First using
sand outdoors, you have to be
fully prepared that
whatever you create could be
gone at any given moment.
The metaphor being to
appreciate what’s in front of
you, in that moment, because
you will not see it again.

everyone demolished the cake table—a
bit of culture shock to say the least, but we
had a blast. Afterward, the curator took all
the artists to dinner, and we filled an entire
restaurant and had the most amazing food.
The evening never seemed to end as a few
of us took a taxi resembling Mao’s limo to a
prominent Chinese artist’s studio for a late
night tour.
Where would you like to be in ten years?

I’d like to be fulfilling ever more ambitious
projects and experimenting with different
media. I’m not attached to a location but to
the adventure my life brings. Where we will
go is always changing, so I try to keep myself
open to the possibilities.
Talk about your life outside of your work:

When I’m not making art, I like to gather
around food and friends with my wife, Deborah, and our little papillon named Pancho.
We like to travel and go on urban adventures
to museums, or catch a play as Deborah is a
playwright/director/performer as well. So we
try to balance our creative time with things
we love.
AL :: www.joemangrum.com

What do you find visually inspiring that
Tell us about some of your other art

you caN’t wait to recreate in your art?

projects:

I’m wanting to play with portraits soon and
try incorporating patterns with the figure.

I recently did a painting at the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, which was a
fantastic interior space. I’m painting permanent works that can interact in a space, together, as well as using other media to create
works (using glass, or a terrazzo design, or
even a carpet). I’m planning to make more
permanent works that serve to transform
the three-dimensional space, by making architectural accents and shaping a room to
be more organic. I am also working on another book and experimenting with some
printing techniques.
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Talk about a moment within your career
that you will never forget:

I was invited to the grand opening of the
Sunshine International Art Museum in Beijing, China, and they pulled out all the stops.
There were big speeches and red carpet and
all the pomp and circumstance with what
seemed like a half hour of fireworks and
some pretty eccentric Chinese artists hanging
about that made the scene all to surreal, only
to finally get inside the museum and watch as
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Estante Vaco

CRAFT

material: wood
dimensions: various

Designer Dennys Tormen won first prize in the
inaugural Brazilian Sustainable Design Competition
with his cow-shaped bookcase: all materials were
sourced from a cooperative that turns waste paper
into a hard, plate-like material.

Between Lines
materials: stainless steel, rubber

www.dennystormen.com

dimensions: 106¼ x 6 inches

These rubber-coated letter bands can be
coiled up, unrolled, and reshaped into any
configuration. Shanghai-based designers
Julie Mathias and Wolfgang Kaeppner
created the system as a triumph of
movement over stability, and to encourage
book lovers to read between the lines.

Shelf Life

www.wokmedia.com

VA R I A T I O N S O N A T H E M E
text: ALEX JOHNSON

Acquaint yourself with the many artistic iterations of shelves, excerpted from Bookshelf
by Alex Johnson (Thames and Hudson, 2012).

Conceal Shelf
material: powder-coated steel
dimensions: 5¼ x 5½ x 5¼ inches

Another Miron Lior design that appears to
disregard gravity, books stacked on the Conceal
shelf seem to be floating in mid-air. Like the Z
Shelf, hooks hold the cover to the bottom book
to screen the metal plate that bears the weight. If
additional books are piled on it, the bracket that
attaches the shelf to the wall is also hidden.
www.mironlior.com

Lost in Sofa
material: upholstered cubes
dimensions: 35½ x 275/8 x 275/8 inches

Books can be “shelved” between the cushions of
Tokyo designer Daisuke Motogi’s Lost in Sofa,
which aims to make the cracks between the
cushions useful, rather than simply a limbo for
loose change and lost keys.
www.dskmtg.com
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Slip Shelf
material: sprayed MDF
dimensions: 63 x 63 x 78¾ inches

Sinapsi
material: lacquered polyurethane
dimensions: 511/8 x 8¼ x 235/8 inches

Sebastian Errazuriz’s Sinapsi is inspired by
neurons receiving electrical and chemical
impulses, a process he likens to bookshelves
receiving books and absorbing them into
their own environment. Sinapsi also
“transmits” them via the branches that
extend along the wall.

Gitta Gschwendtner’s bookcase appears to be
slipping down the wall under the weight of
the books it holds. At the bottom, the upturned
shelves form a useful magazine rack.
www.gittagschwendtner.com

www.horm.it

Puckman
material: varnished wood
dimensions: 64¾ x 19¾ x 70¾ inches

material: lacquered MDF

Alessandra Papazzo’s striking bookcase is a
tribute to the cult 1980s video game of nearly the
same name. Available in yellow, white, or black.

dimensions: various

www.ginepro.org

Comic

Comic, designed by Oscar Nunez, really brings books into
the conversation. The shelf works especially well when
appropriate works of art are hung underneath.
www.fusca.mx
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Rope Br idge Bookshelf
materials: wood, paracord
dimensions: 31¼ x 11 inches

“Most bookshelves require bookends to keep the books up,” says Ed
Lewis, “but I thought that a more relaxed approach would keep them all
pushed in the middle, thus the Rope Bridge Bookshelf. This was made
by taking an Ekby Ståtlig shelf from Ikea, cutting it into multiple pieces,
drilling through them, and then hanging them together with paracord.
Washers between each piece of wood act as spacers.”
http://ed-lewis.com

Metamorphosis
material: baltic birch wood
dimensions: 126 x 145/8 x 551/8 inches

The shelves of Sebastian Errazuriz’s one-off, hand-carved
bookcase perfectly evoke ivy’s creeping habit. The
particularly personal design was inspired by the branches
that grew on Sebastian’s childhood home in Santiago,
Chile—branches that he and his brothers used as
shelves for their toys.
www.meetsebastian.com

Off the Wall
materials: wallpaper, acrylic sheets
dimensions: 17¾ x 98½ inches

This three-dimensional wallpaper bulges out away from
the wall to provide a camouflaged bookshelf space.
The wallpaper—which comes in a range of patterns,
including stripes and hoops—is printed on demand by
Swedish company Your Wallpaper.
www.kredema.se

Barok
material: lacquered steel
dimensions: various

From Presse Citron, these ornately
baroque black metallic bookshelves are
individually attractive, but particularly
effective when used together.

AL :: www.thamesandhudsonusa.com
www.theblogonthebookshelf.blogspot.com

www.presse-citron.com
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DESIGN

Tailored Traditional

DESIGN SENSIBILIT Y OF KELLEY PROXMIRE
text: KELLEY PROXMIRE

photography: ANGIE SECKINGER

Designer Kelley Proxmire lets her own carefully curated sense of sophistication
inform her design and color choices.

I love incorporating one-ofa-kind accessories. By mixing
traditional pieces with
unexpected finds, I create
environments that are attuned
to the client’s world and
faithful to the architecture
and setting of a home.
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When did your interest in interior design
reveal itself?

My lifelong passion for interior design began
in my parents’ living room. Throughout my
preteen years, I would sit for hours studying
the fabric mix, the scale of the furniture, and
the interplay of color. When everyone else
bought Seventeen, I was buying House Beautiful. I went on to immerse myself in the rooms
of classic design greats such as Billy Baldwin,
Mark Hampton, Frances Elkins, and Michael
Taylor. These influences laid the foundation
for a style defined by everything that is beautiful and enduring.
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Describe your style:

In my twenty-year career, I have developed a
matchless eye for crafting what I like to describe as “tailored traditional” interiors. My
projects suffuse warmth and hospitality while
maintaining excellent balance, proportion,
and scale. I have a strong sense of color and
use classic elements with some edgier pieces.
My love of color is combined with an appreciation for the fresh sophistication of white
and the daring elegance of black. I am fascinated by trends, but I’m not trendy.
What do you hope to accomplish
through your work?

I want to share the beauty of one’s surroundings—to make rooms functional, practical,
and beautiful or handsome.
What was it like when you first designed
an entire home for a client?

I had the good fortune of working with a
Washington, DC, couple who hired me to
design two of their homes in Spring Valley
and two more homes on the Eastern Shore.
I concentrated on the flow of the spaces,
how they looked when you went from room
to room, and also thought about how the
spaces would appear in photographs. It was a
wonderful experience.
What is your design philosophy?

Designing spaces that are practical and pretty; practical first, and then attractive and lasting. Also, designing spaces that have classic
elements about them.
What is your favorite style secret?

I love incorporating one-of-a-kind accessories. By mixing traditional pieces with unexpected finds, I create environments that are
attuned to the client’s world and faithful to
the architecture and setting of a home.
What has been the biggest challenge you
have faced as a designer?

Establishing trust with the clients—that their
house will reflect them and their things and
not look like everyone else’s houses.
Greatest accomplishment within
your career:

Staying in business! And being inducted into
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the Washington Design Center’s Hall of Fame
in 2009.
Sum up the theme and inspiration behind
this project in a couple of sentences:

This house is preppy, practical, pretty, and
colorful. It has practical fabrics, designed
with comfort in mind. We used bright, cheerful colors, and integrated all the owners’ (including the children’s) creative ideas, so they
had input in the finished product.
Tell us about the clients for this
Annapolis project:

I met the owner at a church group, and she
was familiar with my work, especially my
show house designs. They had two homes in
40

the Annapolis area, and once we finished the
design on this house, they sold the other one
and made this their permanent home. There
are four active children in the family, so the
owners wanted a practical design and also
designs that reflect each child’s personality.

design) with all new furniture throughout
including for the children’s bedrooms. We
shopped at various stores including antique
shops in Georgetown.
Describe the home’s amenities after

The only existing furniture
used was in the master
bedroom. The headboard
design is very enveloping
and elegant. I’ve used
this design element at
show houses, too. It’s a
timeless design.

renovations were complete:
What was the home like before you began
the design process?

The existing home was in need of renovations. The renovations on the home had been
started at one time, but never finished. It was
a small, outdated house with closed-off spaces, which didn’t work for the large family. So
the entire space was completely gutted and
added on to. I worked with the owners to design the entire house (with respect to interior

The home is a three-level, beach-style cottage with a New England look, featuring six
bedrooms; an office, playroom, and craft
room upstairs; and a large TV room, bar,
pool table, and full bath on the lower level. It
also has a fabulous porch.
What type of mood were you trying to
achieve when guests enter the home?

Happy, casual—a retreat home.
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COLOR PALETTE AND DESIGN DETAILS:

The owner loves the color blue, and with the
home being on the water, blue was a natural
fit. I also used indoor-outdoor fabrics for
practicality and durability. I used bold colors
in the bedrooms to balance the rest of the
house, which is more neutral with lots of blue
and white.

I love to

integrate unique, one-of-a-kind elements in
owner’s own.

each home and make them the

Living Room:

There is no television. The space is used as
a family gathering area conducive to playing
games on the ottoman with four chairs facing
one another. It’s designed for communicating
in comfort, with no distractions. Fabrics are
from Brunschwig and Fils at the Washington
Design Center.
Porch:

There are three distinct areas on the long
narrow porch: an eating area with an existing
teak table; a larger seating area with a settee
as a place to enjoy cocktails; and two chairs at
the other end of the porch. Huge doors open
the porch to the living space, extending the
home’s living area to the outside.
kitchen:

The chairs are custom painted with individual scenes for each child on the back of each
chair. The Tuscan Stools are by Jane Keltner,
from Brighton Pavilion.
(http://www.paintedfurniture.com/)
Master:

The only existing furniture used was in the
master bedroom. The headboard design is
very enveloping and elegant. I’ve used this
design element at show houses, too. It’s a
timeless design.
Kids’ Bedrooms:

The children had their own say in how their
bedrooms would look. The deep navy and
hot pink in the bedrooms really reflect the
children’s individuality and add playfulness
to the bedrooms. We saw the design for the
bunkbeds in a magazine, and we hired a cabinetmaker to make them.

This house is preppy,
practical, pretty, and
colorful. It has practical
fabrics, designed with
comfort in mind.

How did the clients react to the final

What did you learn about yourself as a

outcome of the home’s design?

designer through this project?

As I mentioned, the owners sold their other
primary residence in Annapolis and moved
to this one permanently. We keep the design
fresh by updating dining linens, adding some
geometric fabrics here and there, and redoing
the cushions on the porch. It’s a family home
that is loved and enjoyed.

I always learn something about myself with
each project, but more important, I learn a
lot about my clients and have the pleasure
of working with them to make houses their
homes, reflecting what they love. I love to
integrate unique, one-of-a-kind elements in
each home and make them the owner’s own.
AL :: www.kelleyinteriordesign.com

Favorite design detail about the project:

The girls’ pink bathroom.
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Elephant Sanctuary
PA C H Y D E R M PA R A D I S E I N T E N N E S S E E
text: ELLIE LAWRENCE

photography: THE ELEPHANT SANCTUARY

The Elephant Sanctuary aspires to give elephants a parcel of land to
live comfortably in relative freedom.

At

the

southern

end

of

middle

Tennessee, nestled throughout 2,700 acres
of gently rolling hills, dense woodlands, and
grassy pastures, a herd of captive elephants
can be found enjoying their own version of
the wild. Their days are spent foraging for
their favorite foods, forming deep relationships with fellow pachyderm pals, or simply
passing their time lazily in the twenty-five
acre lake—activities which are all in sharp
contrast from their many years spent performing in circuses and zoos across North
America. At this retirement home of grand
proportions, the elephants are now living
as close of a life as possible to the one they
would have experienced had they remained
in their natural habitats.
This pachyderm paradise is known as The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee, the nation’s
largest natural-habitat refuge developed specifically to meet the needs of female African
and Asian elephants. Licensed by the US
Department of Agriculture and the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, and accredited by the Global Federation of Sanctuaries,
the nonprofit organization exists to not only
provide a haven for old or needy elephants,
but also to provide education about the crisis
facing these social, complex, and exceedingly
intelligent endangered creatures.
Although fourteen elephants currently find
refuge at this spacious sanctuary, it began
as a one-hundred-acre forever home for one
special animal, a twenty-one-year-old Asian
elephant named Tarra. The 8,700-pound animal had put in a long career in the entertainment industry under the care of her owner,
Carol Buckley. Her repertoire included painting custom watercolor artwork and becoming the world’s only roller-skating elephant.
In 1995, after two decades of service, Carol
and her partner, Scott Blais, felt that their beloved animal deserved a better life. “From my
understanding, they thought Tarra had had
enough,” reflects Rob Atkinson, the current
CEO of The Elephant Sanctuary. “Hauling
her around from one show to the next was
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no longer appropriate for an animal that they
loved dearly. It wasn’t the right way to treat
her. So they wanted to give Tarra the home
that they thought she deserved—a place
where she could enjoy being an elephant.
They found a parcel of land here in the warm
southern climate, and from there, it just grew.
Someone else offered them the chance of getting another elephant, and before they knew
it, they were running an elephant sanctuary.”
The Elephant Sanctuary has become a living,
breathing model of how elephants should be
looked after, if they have to be kept in captivity
at all. “The founders had the vision, which we
maintain to this day, that elephants have been
inappropriately kept pretty much throughout
the history of their association with humans.
It took visionaries that Scott and Carol were
to say that elephants are elephants, and they
need to be kept like elephants in the best way
possible,” notes Atkinson. “At the sanctuary, Carol and Scott decided they wanted to
do things completely differently because of
Tarra. They wanted to do things right, or as
right as you can do it in captivity. I do admire
them for that because so many people don’t
make that big decision; they don’t make that
big change.”
To determine the most appropriate format for
their sanctuary, the founders took cues from
how elephants behave in the wild, and created an atmosphere and environment where
they were free to explore their instinctual
behaviors and mannerisms. “This still isn’t a
wild situation. These are not wild elephants,
but they do have the opportunity to behave
as much like wild elephants as they possibly
can,” Atkinson adds.

ANIMALS

They found a parcel of land
here in the warm southern
climate, and from there,
it just grew. Someone else
offered them the chance of
getting another elephant,
and before they knew it,
they were running an
elephant sanctuary.

Tarra and the rest of the herd spend their
days exploring the expansive sanctuary to
find the foods they like, grazing in the green
pastures, and knocking down trees along the
trails of the dense forests. Although there are
warm barns available at the sanctuary, the elephants are free to come and go as they wish,
and often stay out all night in the summer,
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The highly intelligent creatures can be seen
smell, sound, and

communicating with each other through

ultrasound —and often across many miles.

they kept her alone for twenty-three years,”
Atkinson narrates. “Eventually, we acquired
her. When she arrived, there was an enormous bellowing and trumpeting from Jenny,
an elephant who was already living here. It
turned out that those two had performed
together at the circus and were best friends.
They were reunited, and stayed together until
Jenny died.”

just grazing and socializing with one another.
The highly intelligent creatures can be seen
communicating with each other through
smell, sound, and ultrasound—and often
across many miles. Their rumbling noises
are vocalized through their feet, transferred
through the land, and up through the legs of
other elephants. They not only are able to interpret what those signals mean, but also who
made the sounds.
The ability for the elephants at The Elephant
Sanctuary to form deep relationships is one
of the greatest achievements for the nonprofit organization in terms of changing the
circumstances for these captive creatures, as
elephants are naturally social animals and
lead emotionally complex lives in the wild.
Although these elephants are not related—
unlike wild herds who are all related and
stay together for life—The Elephant Sanctuary residents have the ability to form close
relationships when given the opportunity.
“Our elephants tend to form very close relationships with one other,” describes Atkinson. “You can nearly always find two friends
very close together. They’ll go to the same
places. They sometimes like to be in the
same stall. If one is ill, the other will stand
very close by—which makes it difficult to
treat the one who is ill. But they don’t like to
leave. It comes across as they just enjoy each
other’s company.”

“
You can nearly always find two friends very close together.

Their ability to form very strong bonds, and
the emotional depth of these friendships, is
astonishing to witness. “We have some magical stories about elephants who have lived
here. One of the best examples I can think of
is Shirley, who is sixty-four years old and the
oldest at the sanctuary. Grandma Shirley, as
we call her, spent twenty years performing in
the circus before being sold to a zoo where
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They’ll go to the same places. They sometimes like to be in the same stall.
If one is ill, the other will stand very close by.

An elephant’s capacity to love is not restricted
to other pachyderms. Tarra, being the social
butterfly that she is, was always very fond of
dogs and experienced a long-term friendship
with Bella, a little white stray that turned up
at the sanctuary one day. “Bella had a weird
obsession with guarding big things (she was
found guarding a bulldozer). She started
guarding Tarra, and Tarra liked her, so she
looked after Bella,” remembers Atkinson.
“They formed this lucky friendship over the
years. She loved that little dog, and that little
dog loved her. They would go everywhere
together. They were virtually inseparable.
When Bella died in October of 2011, Tarra
was clearly grieving for her lost little dog.
It was amazing to see how all the other elephants rallied around her and reached out
to her at that time—and she accepted that.
I think her emotional development was enhanced because of the increased attention
that she had. It showed that when given the
chance, elephants will form relationships
with other elephants. You just have to give
them that opportunity.”
Although the elephants remain intrigued
by humans, the caregivers maintain a noninvasive approach to caring for the large
mammals so that they are more encouraged
to have relationships with other elephants
rather than with humans. “The sanctuary is
run on the principal that the elephants know

what’s best for themselves. We do not try
to impose ourselves on them,” explains the
CEO. “If they have a trusting relationship
with us, that is wonderful. But we do not go
out of our way to interfere with their bonding
process with each other because we believe
that is what gives them a more enriched life.”
That is not to say that the elephants are not
being taken care of by the sanctuary caregivers. “We are just there to deliver that care.
We feed them, and give them the medical
care that they deserve. But then we withdraw
and leave them to their own devices,” clarifies Atkinson, who notes they administer care
through Protected Contact, a nondominance
management system which is geared around
positive reinforcement. “We train our elephants in Protective Contact. The elephant
willingly comes up to a barrier, and lifts its
feet or its ears to you. You can investigate
them safely on the other side of the barrier,
and the animals are rewarded with treats. We
do not use any kind of negative reinforcement at all. The compliance is all voluntary.
The elephants can choose to participate in
healthcare or not. At the same time, when we
are done, they are free to go off.”
As enchanting as it might be to witness these
creatures interacting with each other at this
captive paradise, The Elephant Sanctuary is
operated as a true sanctuary, and therefore
is not open to the general public. “From the
logistical standpoint, it is a completely different business. Fundamentally, we choose
not to allow the general public from a philosophical position. These elephants have had
their whole lifetime of being looked at, and
we want them to have a break from that. We
want them to have a sanctuary now,” Atkinson justifies. “It also would be impossible. The
public would come, but they just wouldn’t see

the elephants—there are 2,700 acres of land
for them to hide in!”
The Elephant Sanctuary does provide a few
ways for the public to observe, learn, and
support the sanctuary in a controlled manner which upholds the elephants’ well-being
as the utmost priority without restricting
their movements or intruding upon their haven. The sanctuary organizes a VIP visit for
very generous donors to have a look at the
way they operate. The goal for this behindthe-scenes visit is to instill a deeper understanding of the sanctuary’s mission and the
enormous expense it takes to care for them
properly, as well as to inspire an even greater
love for these magnificent animals. For those
who are able to donate their sweat and labor, The Elephant Sanctuary also allocates
about nine days a year where people are
invited to do volunteer work at the sanctuary—which can be anything from painting
fences to clearing the vegetation out of a
dam. “We do not promise that they will see
an elephant because that is not what it is
about. They all seem to accept that,” Atkinson comments. “They don’t come to look at
the elephants. Nobody comes to look at the
elephants, not even the staff.” The Elephant
Sanctuary also has fourteen Elecams (web
cameras) that can be viewed by logging into
their website. These cameras provide twentyfour-hour live streaming video of the animals
in their natural habitat.
AL :: www.elephants.com
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